Recent years have witnessed growing interests in designing efficient neural networks and neural architecture search (NAS). Although remarkable efficiency and accuracy have been achieved, existing expert designed and NAS models neglect that input instances are of varying complexity thus different amount of computation is required. Therefore, inference with a fixed model that processes all instances through the same transformations would waste plenty of computational resources. Customizing the model capacity in an instance-aware manner is highly demanded. In this paper, we introduce a novel network ISBNet to address this issue, which supports efficient instance-level inference by selectively bypassing transformation branches of infinitesimal importance weight. We also propose lightweight hypernetworks SelectionNet to generate these importance weights instance-wisely. Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the efficiency of ISBNet and the results show that ISBNet achieves extremely efficient inference comparing to existing networks. For example, ISBNet takes only 12.45% parameters and 45.79% FLOPs of the state-of-the-art efficient network ShuffleNetV2 with comparable accuracy.
Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1, 2] have revolutionized computer vision with increasingly larger and more sophisticated architectures. These models typically comprise hundreds of layers and contain tens of millions of parameters, which require substantial computational resources for both training and inference. Moreover, the model architectures are designed and calibrated by domain experts with rich engineering experience. For example, the expert designed 152-layer ResNet [1] contains over 60 million parameters, requiring up to 20 Giga FLOPs for the inference of one single 224x224 image. Recently, there has been a growing interest in efficient network design [3] [4] [5] and neural architecture search (NAS) [2, 6, 7] , whose main targets are to devise network architectures that are efficient during inference and automate the architecture design process respectively. Many efficient architectures have been designed in recent years. E.g. SqueezeNet [3] reduces parameters and computation with the fire module, following which, SqueezeNext [8] achieves further parameter reduction. Another line of efficient networks aim to reduce the computational cost measured by FLOPs, e.g.
MobileNetV2 [5] and ShuffleNetV2 [9] further reduce the FLOPs significantly. Although these networks reduce sig-nificant amount of resource consumption, it is non-trivial to devise these specific architectures without plenty of engineering experience.
Recent years have also witnessed a growing trend to automate the architecture design process via neural architecture search. Mainstream NAS algorithms [2, 6] search for the network architecture iteratively. In each iteration, an architecture is proposed by a controller, and then trained and evaluated. The evaluation performance is in turn exploited to update the controller. This process is incredibly slow because both the controller and each architecture need training. For instance, the reinforcement learning (RL) based controller NASNet [2] takes 1800 GPU days and the evolution algorithm based controller AmoebaNet [6] costs 3150 GPU days to obtain the best architecture. Many acceleration methods have been proposed to reduce the search cost, e.g. performance prediction [10] and weight sharing [11, 12] across candidate architectures. More recent works [7, 13, 14] remove the controller and instead optimize the architecture and parameters together using gradient based optimization algorithms, which further reduces the search cost significantly.
Although remarkable efficiency and prediction performance have been obtained, both expert designed and NAS searched models neglect one critical issue that would affect inference efficiency fundamentally. The architectures of these models are fixed during inference time and thus not adaptive to the varying complexity of input instances dynamically. However, in real-world applications, there are only a small fraction of input instances requiring deep representations [15, 16] and thus plenty of computational resources would be wasted if all instances are treated equally. Therefore, designing a model with enough representational power to cover the hard instances, meanwhile a finer-grained control to provide just necessary computation dynamically for instance of varying difficulty is highly demanded.
In this paper, we aim to address the aforementioned issue with an instance-aware selective branching network (ISBNet), whose structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . Following the widely adopted topology in NAS [2, 12, 7, 13] , the backbone network is a stack of L structurally identical cells, which receives inputs from two previous cells. Each cell contains N inter-connected computational nodes, and each connection transforms with a candidate set of O operations. While different from existing methods [7, 13] , we integrate L lightweight hypernetworks named SelectionNets accompanying each cell to decide the importance weights for each operation. Gumbel-softmax [17, 18] is introduced to further recalibrate these weights produced by the SelectionNet, to enable the efficient gradient-based optimization for the whole network during training, and more importantly, ensure that only vital branches are selected during inference.
The main novelties and contributions of ISBNet over existing methods can be summarized as follows:
• ISBNet is a general network framework combining advantages from both efficient network design and NAS, whose components are readily customizable.
• ISBNet is a novel network providing the instance-level selective branching mechanism by introducing lightweight SelectionNets, which improves inference efficiency greatly by reducing unnecessary computation.
• ISBNet successfully integrates gumbel-softmax to the branch selection process, which can be directly optimized by gradient descent and is more tractable than RL-based method.
• ISBNet achieves state-of-the-art inference efficiency in terms of parameter size and FLOPs and inherently supports applications requiring fine-grained instance-level control, e.g. anytime prediction [16] .
We conduct extensive experiments and visualize the branch selection mechanism to validate our claims. The results show that ISBNet is extremely efficient during inference and successfully selects only important branches for each input instance. In particular, with a minor 1.76% accuracy decrease, ISBNet reduces the parameter size and FLOPs by 10.64x and 12.37x respectively comparing to the searched high-performance architecture DARTS [7] . Furthermore, with a tiny model of 0.57M parameters, ISBNet achieves comparable accuracy yet with only 12.45% and 45.79% inference time parameter size and FLOPs comparing to the expert designed efficient network ShuffleNetV2 1.5x [9] .
Related Work
In this section, we discuss and compare our ISBNet with related works on efficient network design and neural architecture search, which corresponds to the two central ideas of efficient inference and automatic network architecture selection in ISBNet.
Efficient Network Design
Designing resource-aware networks [3, 8, 9, 5] has attracted great attention in recent years, which mainly focuses on reducing parameter size and inference FLOPs in many works. For instance, SqueezeNet [19] reduces parameters and computation with the fire module; MobileNetV2 [5] utilize depth-wise and point-wise convolution for more parameter-efficient convolutional neural networks; ShuffleNetV2 [9] proposes lightweight group convolution with channel shuffle to facilitate the information flowing across the channels. To make inference efficient, many of these building operations are introduced to the candidate operation set in ISBNet.
Many recent works also explore conditional [15] and resource-constrained prediction [16] for efficiency. Similar to our work, SkipNet [15] introduces hypernetworks for block-wise selective branching on a per-input basis. For example, SkipNet introduces gating networks to ResNet [1] , deciding whether to bypass the corresponding residual blocks conditional on current input instance. However, our ISBNet provides more efficient and diversified branch options for the backbone network and the hypernetworks in ISBNet are optimized in an end-to-end training manner instead of generally less tractable policy gradient. MSDNet [16] supports anytime prediction within prescribed computational resource constraint during inference by inserting multiple classifiers into a 2D multiscale version of DenseNet [20] . By early-exit into a classifier, MSDNet can provide approximate predictions with minor accuracy decrease. Functionally, ISBNet also supports anytime prediction by controlling the number of branches selected, thus per-input inference cost correspondingly.
Neural Architecture Search
Mainstream NAS [2, 6] treats architecture search as a black-box optimization process which is severed from candidate architecture optimization. Search algorithms such as RL-based NAS [2] and evolutionary-based NAS [6] obtain state-of-the-art architectures with the searching cost of an unprecedented amount of GPU time. Recently, many works have been proposed to accelerate the search pipeline, e.g. via performance prediction [10] , hypernetworks generating initialization weights [21] , weight sharing [11, 12] . These approaches largely alleviate the search inefficiency yet the inherent issue of scalability remains.
Another line of works [7, 13, 14] instead integrates the architecture search process and architecture optimization into the same framework of gradient-based optimization. In particular, DARTS [7] relaxes discrete search space to be continuous by introducing operation mixing weights to each connection and optimizes these weights directly with gradient back-propagated from validation loss. Similarly, the discrete search space in SNAS [13] is represented with sets of one-hot random variables coupling the connections, which are made differentiable by relaxing the discrete distribution with continuous concrete distribution [17, 18] . In terms of architecture optimization, our ISBNet also relaxes the discrete branch selection to continuous gradient-based optimization; while instead of optimizing directly on the coupling weights, we introduce lightweight hypernetworks to generate these weights which can be optimized more effectively and further, bring about larger model capacity and instance-level architecture customization during inference.
Instance-aware Selective Branching Network
In this section, we first introduce in Section 3.1 the backbone network of ISBNet. Then in Section 3.2, the lightweight hypernetwork SelectionNet is proposed to recalibrate the importance weights of operations associated with each connection in the backbone network. Finally in Section 3.3, we describe in detail the optimization and inference for the whole framework, providing instance-level inference efficiency.
The Backbone Network
Following prevailing NAS topology [12, 7, 13] , we construct the backbone network with a stack of L cells, each of which is a directed acyclic graph consisting of an ordered sequence of N nodes. As is illustrated in Figure 1 , each intermediate node x l i forms a latent representation in the l th cell and receives a predefined set S i of n = 2 input nodes x j either from: (1) two output nodes x l−2 out , x l−1 out of the two previous cells, or (2) outputs of previous nodes x l j within the same cell:
Thereby, each cell contains C = n · N connections in total. The connection passes information from node x j to x l i after the aggregation of a candidate set of O branches of transformation inspired from widely-adopted transformations in NAS [12, 7, 13] and efficient network design [3, 5, 4] :
where w t here represents the importance of the t th branch (operation) of the connection and is dynamically generated by the hypernetwork rather than a fixed learned parameter as is in existing NAS methods [7, 13] . We shall introduce the hypernetwork in Section 3.2. Finally, the output of the cell x l out is aggregated by concatenating the output from all the intermediate nodes. Under this connection formulation framework, we can readily adjust the number of candidate branches O and also the specific operations before training, customizing model capacity and efficiency respectively depending on the difficulty of task and resource constraints in deployment.
SelectionNet for Weight Recalibration
To support instance level control, we further introduce a series of L lightweight hypernetworks named SelectionNet accompanying each cell. Each of the SelectionNet SNet l receives the same input as the accompanying cell, namely two output nodes x l−2 out , x l−1 out from previous cells, and simultaneously produce C sets of recalibration weights for each connection in the cell:
where W l ∈ R C×O is the recalibration weight matrix for the l th cell. The SelectionNet SNet l dynamically generates these weights with the pipeline of m = 2 convolutional blocks, a global average pooling and finally an affine transformation. For the m convolutional transformation, we adopt separable convolution [5] which contains a point-wise(1 × 1) convolution and a depth-wise convolution of stride 2 and kernel size 5 × 5. The stride reduces the parameters and computation of SNet l , and the large kernel size of depth-wise convolution here incurs negligible overhead while extracts features for immediate recalibration weight generation with a larger local receptive field.
The recalibration weights given by the SelectionNet is reminiscence of convolutional attention mechanism [19] , where attention weights are determined dynamically by summarizing information of the immediate input and then utilized to recalibrate the importance of different dimensions of the input. In ISBNet, the recalibration weights are introduced to the branch level. Particularly, each candidate operation of the connection is coupled with a rescaling weight.
The gumbel-softmax [17, 18] technique is introduced to further recalibrate these weights generated by the SelectionNet, to enable the efficient gradient-based optimization for the whole network during training, and more importantly, ensure a sparse selection of important branches during inference. More specifically, each set of coupling weights W l c ∈ R O for the c th connection in the l th cell (C l c ) after the recalibration of the gumbel-softmax follows concrete distribution [18] controlled by a temperature parameter τ :
where
Optimization and Inference for ISBNet
With the continuous relaxation of the gumbel-softmax and the reparameterization trick [17] 
Therefore, the loss of the whole network L can be optimized in an end-to-end manner by gradient descent.
The temperature τ here regulates the sparsity of the branch selection. A relatively higher temperature forces these weights to distribute more uniformly, thus guarantees efficient training of all the branches of each connection, the combination of which providing sufficient model capacity for hard instances. While a relatively lower temperature instead favors a discrete categorical sampling of these branches, thus supporting finer-grained instance level inference control by bypassing unimportant branches. To leverage both characteristics, we propose a two-stage training scheme for ISBNet: (1) the first stage pre-trains the whole network with a fixed high temperature till convergence. (2) the second stage fine-tunes the parameters in ISBNet with τ steadily annealing to low temperature [17] . The first stage ensures that branches in ISBNet are sufficiently optimized before sparse selection and the fine-tuning in the second stage guarantees the performance of the instance-level selective branching during inference.
To further promote inference efficiency and reduce redundancy, we explicitly introduce an additional regularization term considering resource consumption R into the final objective function J for already correctly classified instances:
where λ controls the regularization strength and R(·) calculates the resource consumption of each operation F l c,o (·). The operation importance weight w l c,o here also represents the probability of the corresponding branch F l c,o being selected during inference, therefore the regularization term R corresponds to the expectation of the aggregated resource taken for each input instance.
The resource regularizer is readily adjustable depending on deployment constraints, which may include the parameter size, FLOPs, and memory access cost (MAC). In this work, we focus on the inference time, namely FLOPs, which can be calculated beforehand for each branch. R(F . Therefore, the SelectionNet will dynamically select important branches 1 for current instance depending on the difficulty and FLOPs of each branch, i.e. trading off between L and R in Equation 5 . Furthermore, the resource consumption of each input instance can be precisely regulated in a fine-grained manner by varying the threshold dynamically down to the connection level 2 . In this work, the same threshold t is shared among all connections for simplicity and ISBNet inference with the threshold t is named ISBNet-T-t.
Under such inference scheme, the backbone network therefore comprises (2 O − 1) C·L possible candidate subnets in total, corresponding to each unique branch selection of all C · L connections. There are up to (2 5 − 1) 8·10 ≈ 2 · 10 119 possible combinations of branches for a small ISBNet of 5 candidate operations, 8 connections per cell and 10 cells, which is orders of magnitudes larger than the search space of conventional NAS [12, 7, 13] .
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of ISBNet in comparison with state-of-the-art networks in efficient network design and NAS. The experimental details can be found in Sec. 4.1. Main results are reported in Sec. 4.2, following which we show the performance of ISBNet in anytime prediction and in Sec. 4.3 the visualizations of the branch selection.
Experimental Setup
Dataset CIFAR-10/100 [22] dataset contains 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images of 32× 32 pixels in 10/100 classes. We adopt standard data pre-processing and argumentation pipeline [7, 13] as follows: zero padding the training images with 4 pixels on each side and then randomly cropping back to 32 × 32 images; randomly flipping training images horizontally; normalizing training images with channel means and standard deviations; applying standard cutout regularization with cutout length 16.
Candidate Operation Set The candidate operation set includes the following 5 (O = 5) operations:
• 3 × 3 max-pooling
In particular, separable-conv stands for a pipeline of operations in the order of ReLU-Conv-BNReLU-Conv-BN. Skip connection allows for efficient representation forwarding, pooling layers here are computational light with no parameters, and separable-conv dominates the parameter size and also computation in each connection. The three types of operations provide trade-off between representation power and efficiency for the branch selection of each connection.
Temperature Annealing Scheme In the pre-training stage, the temperature τ is fixed to 3 till full convergence and in the fine-tuning stage, τ is initialized to 1.0 and then is annealed exponentially by exp(−0.0006) ≈ 0.999 every epoch. Optimization Details For both training stages, we apply SGD with momentum 0.9 and weight decay 3 × 10 −4 for 1200 epochs. The learning rate is set to be 0.025 and 0.005 for the pre-training and fine-tuning stage respectively. We adopt drop-path rate 0.7 to the branch level. For both stages, the learning rate is annealed to zero following the standard cosine annealing schedule. We use batch size 256 for ISBNet(S) and 80 for ISBNet(M) to fit the whole network into one GPU. Overall Results. Table 1 summarizes the overall performance of ISBNet under fixed inference threshold T = 0.8 and different resource constraint strength R. In terms of training efficiency, our ISBNet only takes 2.2 and 8.3 GPU days for ISBNet(S) and ISBNet(M) respectively, which is up to three orders of magnitudes less GPU hours than conventional evolution-based NAS or RL-based NAS thanks to our efficient network design and the end-to-end gradient-based optimization. As for inference time performance, ISBNet achieves remarkable amount of reduction in parameter size and FLOPs comparing to baseline networks. Specifically, with comparable accuracy, ISBNet(S)-R-0.1-T-0.8 only takes 0.31M parameters and 43.82M FLOPs on average during inference, which is only 12.4% and 45.8% of state-of-the-art efficient network ShuffleNetV2 1.5× and up to 10x and 12x parameter size and FLOPs reduction than DARTS with 1.7% accuracy decrease. The massive parameter size and FLOPs reduction demonstrates that the selective branching mechanism in ISBNet enables extremely efficient instance-level prediction. This is also corroborated by the significant difference of the parameter size and FLOPs between training and inference of ISBNet, e.g. from 0.57M parameters and 84.65M FLOPs to 0.33M and 47.91M in ISBNet(S)-R-0.0-T-0.8. Table 1 also validate that the resource regularizer effectively regularizes the network for far more efficient inference for both parameter size and FLOPs, even though only FLOPs is directly regularized. Specifically, the larger the regularization strength λ, the more efficient ISBNet, while with minor accuracy decrease. For instance, the inference parameter size of ISBNet(M)-T-0.8 is reduced from 1.02M, 0.89M to 0.66M, and FLOPs from 139.46M, 119.56M to 74.90M for regularization strength from 0.0, 0.1 to 0.5 respectively.
Architecture Details We implement two
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Accuracy-FLOPs Trade-off. We further evaluate the performance of ISBNet in the setting of anytime prediction [16] where the network is required to output a prediction within a prescribed budget dynamically for each input instance. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of ISBNet under different resource regularization strength in comparison with baselines of anytime prediction MSDNet [16] , conditional prediction SkipNet [15] and model compression Network Slimming [24] . The results demonstrate that ISBNet obtains significantly better performance than all baselines, where none of the (budge, accuracy) trade-off points from ISBNet is dominated. In particular, ISBNet achieves much higher accuracy than SkipNet and MSDNet in the small budget range from 43.57M to 63.92M FLOPs.
Visualization of Selective Branching
Ratio of Selective Branching. We visualize in Figure 3 the branch selection ratio in 4 representative cells in ISBNet(M)-R-0.0-T-0.8. The selection ratio indicates the percentage of each branch being selected during inference. Figure 3 shows an obvious stratified pattern that only one none-pooling branch dominates the connection in lower cells while in high cells, the branch selection tends to be more uniform and diversified. This pattern demonstrates that features extracted in lower layers share similar branch of transformation and the instance-level inference requires more diversities of branch selection ascending the layers. Furthermore, our experiments also show that the average number of branches selected in the last cell is 1.04, indicating that only one branch is required for the inference of most instances. The sparsity and diversity further corroborate the necessity of our selective branching mechanism. Qualitative Difference between Instances. Denoting instances that the network is confident with in prediction as easy instance and uncertain as hard instance, we visualize the clustering of easy and hard instances in Figure 4 to better understand the selective branching mechanism. We find that the certainty of the prediction made by ISBNet mainly depends on the image quality. In general, easy instances are more salient (clear with high contrast) while hard instances are more inconspicuous (dark with low contrast). We also compute the accuracy and average FLOPs of each cluster. On average, easy instances achieve much higher classification accuracy with 11.2% fewer FLOPs compared with hard instances. This shows that computation could be greatly saved without sacrificing accuracy by selective bypassing unimportant branches for relatively easy instances.
Conclusion
In this work, we present ISBNet, a novel network framework combining advantages from both efficient network design and neural architecture search. To achieve instance-level efficient inference, a series of accompanying lightweight hypernetworks are introduced to the backbone network to generate branch importance weight for selective branching. We have also successfully integrated gumbel-softmax and reparameterization trick to the branch selection process, which enables accessible and tractable gradient-based end-to-end training. The inference efficiency is further promoted with the introduction of the resource-aware regularization.
Extensive experiments and visualizations have been conducted, whose results validate the instancelevel inference efficiency by selective branching. Particularly, with ISBNet we have achieved 87.6% parameter size and 54.2% FLOPs reduction over state-of-the-art efficient network ShuffleNetV2.
